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Abstract

We present a technique for generating microstructure-level facial geometry by augmenting a mesostructure-level facial scan with detail synthesized from a set of exemplar skin patches scanned at much higher resolution. Additionally, we make point-source reflectance measurements of the skin patches to characterize the specular reflectance lobes at this smaller scale and analyze facial reflectance variation at both the mesostructure and microstructure scales. We digitize the exemplar patches with a polarization-based computational illumination technique which considers specular reflection and single scattering. The recorded microstructure patches can be used to synthesize full-facial microstructure detail for either the same subject or to a different subject. We show that the technique allows for greater realism in facial renderings including more accurate reproduction of skin’s specular reflection effects.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [COMPUTER GRAPHICS]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism

1. Introduction

The way our skin reflects light is influenced by age, genetics, health, emotion, sun exposure, substance use, and skin treatments. The importance of skin reflectance is underscored by the worldwide cosmetics industry which sells a myriad of products to achieve specific skin appearance results. As virtual human characters become increasingly prevalent in linear and interactive storytelling, the need for measuring, modeling, and rendering the subtleties of light reflection from skin also becomes increasingly important.

While great strides have been made in simulating the scattering of light beneath skin [HK93, JMLH01, DJ05, DI11], somewhat less attention has been given to surface reflection.

† Currently at Imperial College London
While the shine of our skin — the specular reflection from the epidermal cells of the *stratum corneum* — is a small fraction of the incident light, its lack of scattering provides a clear indication of skin’s surface shape and condition. And under concentrated light sources, the narrower specular lobe produces highlights which can dominate appearance, especially for smoother, oilier, or darker skin.

Current face scanning techniques [WMP*06, MHP*07, BBB*10] as well as high-resolution scanning of facial casts (e.g. [XYZ], [ANCN10]) provide submillimeter precision, recording facial *mesostructure* at the level of pores, wrinkles, and creases. Nonetheless, the effect of surface roughness continues to shape specular reflection at the level of *microstructure* [TS67] — surface texture at the scale of microns. The current absence of such microstructure may be a reason why digital humans can still appear uncanny in close-ups, which are the shots most responsible for conveying the thought and emotion of a character.

In this work, we present a synthesis approach for increasing the resolution of mesostructure-level facial scans using surface microstructure digitized from skin samples about the face. We digitize the skin patches using macro photography and polarized gradient illumination [MHP*07] at approximately 10 micron precision. Additionally, we make point-source reflectance measurements to characterize the specular reflectance lobes at this smaller scale and analyze facial reflectance variation at both the mesostructure and microstructure scales. We then employ a constrained texture synthesis algorithm based on Image Analogies [HJ0*01] to synthesize appropriate surface microstructure per-region, blending the regions to cover the whole entire face. We show that renderings made with microstructure-level geometry and reflectance models preserve the original scanned mesostructure and exhibit surface reflection which is significantly more consistent with real photographs of the face.

2. Related Work

Our work builds on a variety of results in skin reflectance modeling, surface detail acquisition, and texture synthesis.

2.1. Skin Reflectance Modeling

Physically-based models of light reflection from rough surfaces are typically based on a microfacet distribution model [TS67, CT82]. BRDFs for rendering have been tabulated from photographed foreheads under a sampling of lighting conditions and viewing directions [MWL*99]. Using a moving light source and camera to record a bidirectional database of skin samples, a texton histogram model has been built to detect skin abnormalities [CDMR05]. Ghosh et al. [GHP*08] fit a microfacet BRDF model [APS00] to specular reflectance data across various patches of human faces from high-resolution surface orientation measurements.

We acquire detailed surface shape and reflectance of example skin patches to increase the resolution of a larger-scale model. This approach echoes other work which extrapolates detailed samples of reflectance over complete models, including sampling subsurface scattering parameters with a special probe [WMP*06], and using a BRDF probe to add detailed BRDFs to entire objects observed in relatively few lighting conditions [DWT*10]. Our work also relates to basis BRDF modeling [LKG*03] and reflectance sharing [ZREB06].

2.2. Surface Detail Measurement

Key to our work is measuring surface detail from images taken with a fixed viewpoint and varying lighting. Classic photometric stereo [Woo78] derives surface orientations of Lambertian surfaces from three point-light directions. Bump maps produced from photometric stereo have been used to increase the detail on rendered surfaces [RTG97]. For semi-translucent materials such as skin, subsurface scattering blurs the surface detail recoverable from traditional photometric stereo significantly [RR08]. *Specular* surface reflectance analysis has been used to obtain more precise surface orientation measurements of translucent materials [DHT*00, RR08, WMP*06, CGS06]. Ma et al. [MHP*07] uses polarization difference imaging to isolate the specular reflection under gradient lighting conditions, allowing specular surface detail to be recorded in a small number of images. The GelSight system [JCR11] pushes silver-coated gel against a sample and uses photometric stereo to record surface microgeometry at the level of a few microns. While this setup achieves the resolution required for our technique, it does not enable reflectance measurements. In our work, we measure microgeometry using a polarized gradient illumination technique [GFT*11] since it requires no contact with the sample and permits the material’s actual reflectance to be observed during measurement for BRDF fitting.

2.3. Texture Synthesis

Wei et al. [WLKT09] compiled a recent review of example-based texture synthesis. To summarize a few results, 2D texture synthesis algorithms [HB95, EL99] have been extended to arbitrary manifold surfaces [WL01, YHBZ01, LH06] and can also synthesize displacement maps [YHBZ01], measured reflectance properties [TZL*02] and skin color [TOS*03]. Some techniques [EF01, HJO*01] permit texture transfer, transforming a complete image so that it has textural detail of a given sample. *Super-resolution* techniques add detail to a low-resolution image based on examples [HJO*01, FJP02, LH05]. Especially relevant to our work are *constrained texture synthesis* techniques [WM04, RB07] which add plausible detail to a low-resolution image without changing its low frequency content. In our work, we adapt the Image Analogies [HJ0*01] framework to perform con-
strained texture synthesis of skin microstructure onto facial scans while preserving scanned facial mesostructure.

Some techniques have been proposed to increase the detail present in facial images and models, although at significantly coarser resolution than we address in our work. Face hallucination [LSZ01] creates recognizable facial images by performing constrained facial texture synthesis onto a parametric face model. Image processing applies facial detail from one subject to another, allowing image-based aging effects [LZS04]. Most closely related to our work is Golovinskiy et al. [GMP*06], which synthesizes skin mesostructure (but not microstructure) from higher-quality facial scans onto otherwise smooth facial shapes. In addition to working at a very different scale than our work (we assume that wrinkles, creases, and larger pores are already apparent in the source scan), the synthesis method is based on matching per-region frequency statistics rather than patch-based texture synthesis, and is not designed to match to existing mesostructure.

Our process of sampling skin microgeometry follows recent work which models or measures materials at the microscale in order to better predict their appearance at normally observable larger scales. Observations of a cross-section of wood from an electron micrograph have motivated reflection models which better predicted anisotropic reflection effects [MWAM05]. Direct use of Micro CT imaging of fabric samples have been used to model the volumetric scattering of complete pieces of cloth [ZIMB11].

3. Recording Skin Microstructure

3.1. Acquisition

We record the microstructure of skin patches using one of two systems to create polarized gradient illumination. For both, we stabilize the skin patch relative to the camera by having the subject place their skin against a 24mm × 16mm aperture in a thin metal plate. This plate is firmly secured 30cm in front of the sensor of a Canon 1D Mark III camera with a Canon 100mm macro lens stopped down to f/16, just enough depth of field to image the sample when properly focused. The lens achieves 1:1 macro magnification, so each pixel of the 28mm × 19mm sensor images about seven square microns (7μm²) of skin.

Our small capture system (Fig. 2(a)) is a 12-light dome (half of a deltoidal icositetrahedron) similar to those used for acquiring Polynomial Texture Maps [MGW01], with the addition that each light can produce either of two linear polarization conditions. We modified the polarization orientations of a multiview polarization pattern [GFT*11] such that each light is specifically optimized for a single viewpoint. The difference between images acquired under parallel and cross polarized states records the polarization-preserving reflectance of the sample, attenuating subsurface reflectance. In approximately two seconds, we acquire polarized gradient illumination conditions to record surface normals. We compensate for any subject motion using joint photometric alignment [WGP*10]. For BRDF fitting, we additionally capture a single-light image in both polarized lighting conditions.

For especially smooth or oily skin patches, the 12 light positions can produce separated specular highlights, which can bias surface normal measurement. To address this, we placed the macro photography camera and metal aperture frame inside the same 2.5m-diameter polarized LED sphere used for facial scanning (Fig. 2(b)). While the camera occludes some light directions from reaching the sample, the hemispherical coverage of the incident light directions is denser and more complete than the 12-light setup, allowing the gradient illumination to yield well-conditioned surface normal measurements for all patches we tested. Since a single LED light source was not bright enough to illuminate the sample for specular BRDF observation, a pair of horizontally and vertically polarized camera flashes (Canon Speedlite 580EX II) were fired to record the point-light condition from close to the normal direction. The camera mounts in both setups were reinforced to remove mechanically vibrations and flexing which would blur the captured imagery.

3.2. Surface Normal and BRDF Estimation

We compute a per-pixel surface orientation map from the polarized gradients, as well as specular and subsurface albedo maps. Figure 3 shows the geometry of five skin patches digitized for two subjects, including regions of the forehead, temple, cheek, nose, and chin. Due to the flat nature of the skin patches, we only visualize the x and y components of the surface normals with yellow and cyan colors respectively. Note that the skin microstructure is highly differentiated across both individuals and facial regions.

Using the polarization difference point-lit image, we also tabulate a specular lobe shape and single scattering model parameters [GHP*08]. With light pressure, the skin protrudes slightly through the metal aperture frame, providing a slightly convex surface which exhibits a useful range of surface normals for BRDF estimation. Using a specular BRDF
model \cite{TS67}, we found that two lobes of a Beckmann distribution \cite{CT82} fit the data well. In order to better fit the specular and single scattering model parameters, we factor the observed polarization-preserving reflection under constant full-on illumination into two separate specular and single scattering albedo maps. Here, we estimate the single scattering albedo as the difference between observed polarization preserving reflectance and average hemispherical specular reflectance of a dielectric surface with index of refraction $\eta = 1.33$, which is about 0.063.

Figures 4 and 5 show skin patch samples and validation renderings made using the estimated subsurface albedo, specular albedo, specular normals, and specular BRDF, showing close visual matches of the model to the photographs. At this scale, where much of the surface roughness variation is evident geometrically, we found that a single two-lobe specular BRDF estimate to be sufficient over each sample, and that variation in the reflectance parameter fits were quite modest (see Table 1) compared to the differences observed at the mesostructure scale (see Table 2).

4. Facial Microstructure Synthesis

From the skin microstructure samples, we employ constrained texture synthesis to generate skin microstructure for an entire face. To do this, we use the surface mesostructure evident in a full facial scan to guide the texture synthesis process for each facial region, and then merge the synthesized facial regions into a full map of the microstructure.

We begin with full facial scans recorded using a multiview polarized gradient illumination technique \cite{GFT11}, which produces an ear-to-ear polygon mesh of approximately five million polygons, 4K ($4096 \times 4096$ pixel) diffuse and specular albedo maps, and a world-space normal map. We believe our technique could also work with other high-resolution facial capture techniques \cite{BBB10,XYZ}.

We create the texture coordinate space for the facial scan using the commercial product Unfold3D in a way which best preserves surface area and orientation with respect to the
original scan. This allows us to assume that the relative scale and orientation of the patches is constant with respect to the texture space; if this were not the case, then an anisometric texture synthesis technique [LH06] could be employed.

We transform the normal map to tangent space, and use multiresolution normal integration to construct the 4K displacement map which best agrees with the normal map. An artist segments this map into forehead, temples, nose, cheeks, and chin regions (Fig. 6). Regions overlap enough so they can be blended together using linear-interpolation.

To synthesize appropriate skin microstructure over the mesostructure present in our facial scans, we employ constrained texture synthesis in the framework of Image Analogies [HJO∗01], which synthesizes an image $B'$ from an image $B$ following the relationship of a pair of example images $A$ and $A'$. In our case, $B$ is the mesostructure-level displacement map for a region of the face, such as the forehead or cheek (see Fig. 7). Our goal is to synthesize $B'$, a higher-resolution of this region exhibiting appropriate microstructure. We form the $A$ to $A'$ analogy by taking an exemplar displacement map of the microstructure of a related skin patch to be $A'$. The exemplar patch $A'$ typically covers less than a square centimeter of skin surface, but at about ten times the resolution of the mesostructure detail. To form $A$, we blur the exemplar $A'$ with a Gaussian filter to suppress the high frequencies not present in the input mesostructure map $B$. $A$ thus represents the mesostructure of the exemplar. The synthesis process then proceeds in the image analogies framework to produce the output surface shape $B'$, with both mesostructure and microstructure, given the input mesostructure $B$, and the pair of exemplars relating mesostructure $A$ to its microstructure $A'$.

As values from $A'$ replace values in $B$, it is possible for the low-to-medium frequency mesostructure of $B$ to be unintentionally replaced with mesostructure from $A'$. To ensure preservation of mesostructure details in the scan data, we run a high-pass filter on both the input and the exemplar displacement maps. This technique separates the low-to-medium frequency features from the high-frequency features, allowing the medium frequency features present in the high pass of $B$ to guide the synthesis of the high-frequency features from $A'$. We then recombine the frequencies to obtain a final result.

Our synthesis process employs a similar BestApproximateMatch based on an approximate-nearest-neighbor (ANN) search and BestCoherenceMatch based on Ashikhmin [Ash01]. However, we introduce a weighting parameter $\alpha$ to control the relative importance of a pixel neighborhood in $A'$ matching $B'$ compared to the importance $(1 - \alpha)$ of the match between the corresponding pixel neighborhood in $B$ and $A$. We found this to be a useful control parameter because certain visually important details

Figure 6: A world-space normal map from the Subject 1 facial scan, segmented into regions for texture synthesis.

Figure 7: Microstructure Synthesis We add microstructural detail to a scanned facial region, $B$, using the analogous relationship between an exemplar microstructure map, $A'$, and a blurred version of it, $A$, which matches the mesostructural detail of $B$. The synthesized result with both mesostructure and microstructure is $B'$. These displacement maps are from the temple region of a female subject.
that exist in $A'$ can be entirely absent in the lower frequency mesostructures maps $A$ and $B$. We found that an $\alpha$ value around 0.5 produced good results.

We carry out the texture synthesis in a multiresolution fashion, increasing the window size for the neighborhood matching from a $5 \times 5$ pixel window at the lowest level (4K resolution) to a $13 \times 13$ pixel window at the highest level (16K resolution) to match the increase in size of features at each level of the synthesis. We also apply principle component analysis (PCA) in order to speed up the synthesis. We use PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the search space to $n$, where $n \times n$ is the original pixel window. PCA reduced the synthesis time by a factor of three without any qualitative decreases in the result. We employ equal weighting to BestApproximateMatch and BestCoherenceMatch by setting the coherence parameter $\kappa = 1$ in the synthesis process. Since the specular albedo map is highly correlated to the surface mesostructure and microstructure, we also synthesize a 16K specular albedo map as a by-product of the microstructure displacement synthesis process by borrowing the corresponding pixels from the specular albedo exemplar.

5. Results

5.1. Creating Renderings

Once we have synthesized microstructure-level displacement maps for a face, we can create renderings using the subsurface albedo, specular albedo, and single scattering coefficients using any standard rendering technique. To generate the renderings in this section, we use a local specular reflection model with two lobes per skin region estimated as described in Section 3. For efficiency, the subsurface reflection is simulated using a hybrid normals rendering technique [MHP’07] from the gradient illumination data of the full facial scan, though in practice a true scattering simulation would be preferable. Single scattering, estimated from the exemplars, is also rendered [GHP’08]. We upscaled the original scanned data to fill in the regions where we did not synthesize microgeometry (lips, neck, eye brows, etc). For the upper eyelids, we synthesized microstructure using the measured forehead microstructure exemplar.

5.2. Image Sizes and Resampling

In the rendering process, the subsurface albedo and subsurface normal maps remain at the original 4K resolution of the facial scan, as does the polygon geometry. The synthesized 16K microstructure displacement map is converted to a normal map for rendering and used in conjunction with the 16K synthesized specular albedo map. To avoid artifacts from normal map resampling or aliasing, full-face renderings are created using an OpenGL GPU shader to a large 16K ($16384 \times 16384$ pixels) half float frame buffer, and then resized to 4K using radiometrically linear pixel blending, requiring approximately 1GB of GPU memory.

Fig. 1 shows a high-resolution point-light rendering of a female subject using a synthesized 16K microstructure displacement map (c) compared to using just the 4K mesostructure displacement map from the original scan (a) and a 4K rendering using the microscale measured BRDF (b) as well as a reference photograph under flash illumination (d). The 16K rendering includes more high-frequency specular detail, and better exhibits skin’s characteristic effect of isolated “glints” far away from the center of the specular highlight. A similar result is shown in Fig. 8 where a point-light rendering of a male subject’s forehead using synthesized microstructure is a better match to a validation photograph compared to the rendering of the original scan with mesostructure detail.

Fig. 9 shows displacement maps (top row), normal maps (x and y components only, middle row), and point-light renderings (bottom row) of a male forehead region generated with different synthesis processes. Fig. 9(a) shows a region from an original mesostructure-only scan, with no synthesis to add microstructure detail. The specular reflection, rendered with corresponding mesoscale BRDF fit, is quite smooth as a result, and the skin reflection is not especially realistic. Fig. 9(b) shows the result of our microstructure synthesis process using an exemplar skin patch measurement from the same subject (the forehead of Subject 1 in Fig. 3(a)). The specular reflection, rendered with a microscale BRDF fit, is broken up and shows greater surface detail, while the mesostructure of the forehead crease is preserved. Fig. 9(c) shows the result of using a forehead patch from a different male subject as the exemplar for adding microstructure. Although the fine skin texture is different, the synthesized geometry and rendering is still very plausible, suggesting cross-subject microstructure synthesis to be a viable option.

Fig. 9(d) tests the importance of the mesostructure constraints during texture synthesis. This column was generated by setting the $\alpha$ parameter to 1.0, ignoring mesostructure matching constraints in the matching process, and then blindly embossing the synthesized detail onto the mesostructure of the original scan. Fig. 9(b), however, synthesizes detail in a way which tries to follow the mesostructure, so pores and creases in the scan will tend to draw upon similar areas in the microstructure exemplar for their detail. As a result, the constrained synthesis, column (Fig. 9(b)), produces a more plausible result which better reinforces the scanned mesostructure than the texture synthesis column (Fig. 9(d)).

Table 1 shows specular BRDF lobe fits for different skin patches across two subjects measured using our microstructure skin patch measurement setups. Table 2 presents comparison Beckmann distribution fits for similar facial regions obtained at the mesostructure scale from a face scan. Table 3 shows the results of a cross-verification done by low-pass filtering the skin patches and measuring the BRDF fits at a "mesostructure scale." The parameter $w$ is the weight of
Figure 8: Renderings of original facial scan with mesostructure detail (a), and with synthesized microgeometry (b) compared to a photograph under flash illumination (c). See Fig. 3, Subject 1 for the skin patches used in microstructure synthesis.

Figure 9: Microstructure synthesis with different exemplars and constraints. The top row shows displacement maps, the middle row shows normal maps and the bottom row shows point-light renderings using the maps. (a) Original mesostructure. (b) With microstructure synthesized from the same subject. (c) With microstructure synthesized from a different subject. (d) Without constraining the synthesis to match the underlying mesostructure.

The convex combination of the two lobes $m_1$ and $m_2$. As can be seen, the BRDF lobes estimates at the microstructure scale exhibit reduced specular roughness compared to the mesostructure scale BRDF estimate as well as significantly less variation across skin patches. This agrees with the theory that at sufficiently high resolution, the surface microgeometry variation is responsible for the appearance of specular roughness. Table 3 confirms that low-pass filtering the microstructure also results in BRDF fits with wider roughness, similar to the mesostructure scale BRDF fits.

Fig. 10 shows comparison renderings of a small patch of forehead shown in Fig. 9, at different scales of modeling. The original scanned data with mesostructure detail and mesoscale BRDF fit results in a broad specular reflection that misses the sharp "glints" (a). Rendering the scanned mesoscale surface detail with a microscale BRDF fit results in a qualitative improvement in the result at this scale of vi-
We currently ignore the face’s velvety fine hair and the asperity scattering [KP03] it contributes to skin reflectance. We believe that side lighting conditions during skin measurement could allow the hairs to be isolated, and models of the hairs could be added onto the synthesized textures, further increasing realism. It would also be of interest to record the effects of cosmetics on skin reflectance at the microstructure scale, potentially enabling accurate simulations of cosmetic applications.

Since actors are scanned in a variety of expressions, it would be of interest to synthesize consistent microstructure across expressions. This may not be straightforward, as we can observe that microstructure changes dramatically as skin stretches and contracts (Fig. 12) in the course of expression formation. We believe that recording skin microstructure under calibrated amounts of stress and shear will be useful for microstructure dynamics simulation, increasing the realism of animated digital characters.

6. Future Work

Our results suggest several avenues for future work. The efficiency of our texture synthesis and rendering algorithms could clearly be increased using GPU acceleration with more advanced texture synthesis algorithms and acceleration transformations such as appearance-space texture synthesis [LH06] and PatchMatch [BSFG09]. We do not yet address real-time rendering, for which GPU-accelerated normal distribution functions [TLQ’05, HSRG07] will be required. The complexity of skin microstructure may benefit from techniques developed for rendering especially high-frequency normal distributions such as car paint [RSK09].

We currently ignore the face’s velvety fine hair and the asperity scattering [KP03] it contributes to skin reflectance. We believe that side lighting conditions during skin measurement could allow the hairs to be isolated, and models of the hairs could be added onto the synthesized textures, further increasing realism. It would also be of interest to record the effects of cosmetics on skin reflectance at the microstructure scale, potentially enabling accurate simulations of cosmetic applications.

7. Conclusion

In this work, we have presented a practical technique for adding microstructure-level detail to high-resolution facial scans, as well as microscale skin BRDF analysis, allowing renderings to exhibit considerably more realistic patterns of specular reflection. We believe this produces a significant improvement in the realism of computer-generated digital characters. Our initial experiments with cross-subject microstructure synthesis also suggests the applicability of this technique to a wide variety of facial scans using a small database of measured microgeometry exemplars.
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| Table 1: Microscale two-lobe Beckmann distribution parameters obtained for the different skin patches across two subjects of Fig. 3. |
| Description | Subject 1 | Subject 2 |
| forehead | m1=0.150, m2=0.050, w=0.88 | m1=0.150, m2=0.090, w=0.80 |
| temple | m1=0.150, m2=0.075, w=0.55 | m1=0.175, m2=0.075, w=0.50 |
| cheek | m1=0.150, m2=0.125, w=0.40 | m1=0.100, m2=0.075, w=0.50 |
| nose | m1=0.100, m2=0.075, w=0.80 | m1=0.150, m2=0.090, w=0.75 |
| chin | m1=0.125, m2=0.100, w=0.90 | m1=0.150, m2=0.090, w=0.75 |

| Table 2: Mesoscale two-lobe Beckman distribution parameters obtained for different facial regions across two subjects |
| Description | Subject 1 | Subject 2 |
| forehead | m1=0.250, m2=0.125, w=0.85 | m1=0.250, m2=0.125, w=0.80 |
| temple | m1=0.225, m2=0.125, w=0.80 | m1=0.225, m2=0.125, w=0.70 |
| cheek | m1=0.275, m2=0.200, w=0.60 | m1=0.225, m2=0.150, w=0.50 |
| nose | m1=0.175, m2=0.100, w=0.65 | m1=0.150, m2=0.075, w=0.80 |
| chin | m1=0.250, m2=0.150, w=0.35 | m1=0.300, m2=0.225, w=0.15 |

| Table 3: Cross validation of microscale two-lobe distribution done at mesoscale resolution |
| Description | Subject 1 | Subject 2 |
| forehead | m1=0.175, m2=0.150, w=0.60 | m1=0.225, m2=0.100, w=0.60 |
| temple | m1=0.200, m2=0.125, w=0.95 | m1=0.225, m2=0.200, w=0.80 |
| cheek | m1=0.225, m2=0.200, w=0.60 | m1=0.275, m2=0.125, w=0.45 |
| nose | m1=0.175, m2=0.125, w=0.95 | m1=0.125, m2=0.050, w=0.85 |
| chin | m1=0.225, m2=0.200, w=0.75 | m1=0.325, m2=0.190, w=0.70 |

Figure 10: Rendering original scan data (geometry + BRDF fit) (a), compared to rendering scanned geometry with microscale BRDF fit (b), and rendering with synthesized microstructure + microscale BRDF fit (c).

Figure 12: (a) 15mm × 10mm forehead patch from a neutral expression, with marked reference point. (b) The same forehead patch with a raised-eyebrows expression, exhibiting anisotropic microstructure, with submillimeter furrows.
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